Gain new perspectives: the 60min launch show - November 9, 2021

Decision makers, trend seekers and metrology enthusiasts, we are calling you: get inspired by our new products & applications, and receive a portfolio overview in a very compact format. Join our new executive summary of innovations and don’t miss a chance to win prizes for early-bird registrations until October 26!

Register for free: 30min deep-dive webinars - November 9-18, 2021

- **The new measure in battery inspection**
  - Quality comes first: Discover all the quality requirements throughout the battery production process.
  - We accept the challenge! Do you? Get to know the problems that await you especially when testing battery modules.
  - We have it: Discover our latest compact solution for battery module inspection.

- **Additive Manufacturing: From powder to performance**
  - Quality all the way: Improve your additive manufacturing process now by relying on a holistic quality assurance process.
  - We show you how!
  - Avoid errors: Learn now how you can further improve powder and material characterization and subsequent material quality testing after 3D printing to avoid errors.
  - That’s how you won’t miss a thing: Find out now how you can benefit from a digital twin of your components by using optical metrology.

- **Connected microscopy. Accelerate decision making.**
  - This is how you achieve the perfect interaction: Discover now the ZEN Core Software Suite for the entire ZEISS microscopy portfolio - from light to electron to X-ray microscopy.
  - Increase efficiency across locations: Discover the added value of seamlessly connected microscopy now.
  - This combination brings you forward: Learn now how you can increase your efficiency through the unique combination of automation, customization and state-of-the-art AI or rather machine learning.

- **Powered by precision at all altitudes**
  - Waste no more time: Learn about the benefits of end-to-end lifecycle management now.
  - Take advantage of progress: Discover automated 3D metrology and computed tomography now.
  - Keep an eye on the big picture: Discover the advantages of a digital 3D twin for inspecting components now.

Register for the show

- **November 9, 2021:**
  - Webinar 9:00 am GMT
  - Webinar 11:00 am CT
  - 450 kV CT unleashed - new possibilities for battery module inspection

- **November 10, 2021:**
  - Webinar 8:00 am GMT
  - Webinar 11:00 am CT
  - Reduce time from powder to component using a holistic quality assurance process

- **November 11, 2021:**
  - Webinar 8:00 am GMT
  - Webinar 11:00 am CT
  - Create better data for turbine blade manufacturing processes

- **November 12, 2021:**
  - Webinar 8:00 am GMT
  - Webinar 11:00 am CT
  - Fast & efficient defect inspection in aircraft MRO